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           / In Praise of God 

1. அ ர                   

                

               அ ர                             

         .  

All letters begin with A. This world has the Supreme Beings as its first.  

2.                              

           அ       

    அ                                          .  

Of what avail learning, if the learned do not adore the good felt of Him who is 

Immaculate Wisdom  

3.                            

                 

                                                 

         .  

Those who find refuge in great feet (of Him) who lives in lotus of heart (of 

devotee) live eternally in heaven.  

4.                     அ             

                

                                                  .  

To those who are united to the feet of Him who is without desire or aversion, 

evil shall never come.  

5.                   ர         

                         

                             அ                      ர .  

Dark twins, good and bad, afflict them not, by whom His glory is wroughts.  

6.                                 

                    

         அ                                          .  
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Long will they live who walk the righteous path of Him who has quenched the 

desires of the five senses.  

7.                                    

              அ    

                  அ    ,                              .  

They alone escape from sorrow who take refuge in the feet of Him who hath 

no equal.  

8.  அ     அ                        

           அ    

அ                                  ர                     

    .  

The seas of wealth and sense delights can be crossed by those clinging to the 

feet of sage who is the Ocean of Righteousness.  

9.                                

                 

                    ,                      .  

The head that does not bow down before and worship the feet of Lord of eight 

attributes will be as like palsied senses.  

10.                           

      அ   ர       

                        -                    .            .  

None can swim the great sea of births, but those who are united to the feet of 

God.  

 

         / Beauty of Rain 

1.                              

அ         ர        

                          ; அ                         .  

As the world sustains itself on progresses with rain from the sky, it is 

ambrosia or nectar, so to be understood. 

2.                                   
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       ,         ,                       .  

Rain creats fit food for them that eat and is itself their food.  

3.                              

                

                       ,                              

அ   .  

Hunger would stalk abroad and torment this wide sea-grit world, were the 

rains to fail in time.  

4.         அ                

                 

                      ,                         .  

If the rich resources of rain-bearing cloud fails or there be rain-scarcity, the 

ploughmen will not plough with the yoke of the oxen.  

5.                             ( )       

                   

           ர                ;                     

          .  

It is rain that both ruins and aids the ruined to rise 

6.              அ              

              அ    

                                                .  

Even grass will cease to grow if the showers from above should cease to, 

fall.  

7.                                

                 

                         ,                        .  

Even the wealth of the wide sea will be diminished, if the cloud that has drawn 

(its waters) up, given then not back again.  

8.                            
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            ,                             .  

If the heavens dry up, neither yearly festivals nor daily worship will be offered 

in this world to the inhabitants of heaven.  

9.            ர                  

                 

             ,      அ                   .  

If it does not rain there will be neither munificence nor penance in this world. 

10.       அ                        

       அ            

                             ;                   .  

The world cannot exist without water; there will be no ceaseless supply 

without rainfall.  

            / The Greatness of Renunciation 

1.                            

                

                                    அ                

     .  

Who, duty done, world's way do a quit, Are the best, saith Holy writ. )  

2.                              

      ர                

              அ                             அ        .  

To measure the greatness of one who has renounced is like reckoning the 

number of the dead in this world.  

3.                    அ          

                  

                ,                         ,           .  

The greatness of those who have taken to ascetic life, after duly weighing the 

two stages, the present and the future, shines in the world.  

4.  ர                 ர            
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 ர                      

அ                                    அ             

               .  

He who guides his five senses by the hook of wisdom, will be a seed in the 

world of excellence.  

5.                அ                   

   ர            

            அ                  ,                    ர   

        .  

Indra, the Lord of the skies, is himself a witness to the might of those who 

have conquered their five senses.  

6.                              

                    

           அ                         அ       அ          .  

The great ones are they who can achieve the impossible; the feeble ones are 

those who cannot.  

7.                            

                    

                அ              அ          .  

The world is within the knowledge of him who knows the properties of taste, 

sight, touch, hearing and smell.  

8.                           

                  

              அ                           அ     .  

The greatness of the sages in the world is borne out by their prophetic 

utterances.  

9.                           

             அ    

                  ,               அ           அ    .  

It is impossible to resist even for a minute the wrath of those who stand on 

the hill of virtue.  

10. அ            அ                   
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            அ                    அ         .  

Anthanars are acetics who behave graciously towards all other lives.  

 

அ           / Importance of Virtue 

1.                     அ         

                 

அ                                ; அ                    

.  

Righteousness leads unto heaven and it brings wealth also; then what is there 

that is more profitable?  

2.  அ                   அ     

                   

       அ                      . அ                   .  

There is no greater good than Righteousness, nor no greater ill than forgetting 

of it  

3.              அ            

                      

                    அ                              .  

As much as possible, in every way, incessantly practise virtue.  

4.                    அ     அ    

     ர     

               அ  ;                ர  ர           .  

Whatever is done with a spotless minds is virtue; all else is vain show.  

5. அ      அ                        

            அ    

       ,   ர   ,    ,                                  அ  .  

Virtue consists in avoiding envy, lust, wrath and harsh word these four.  

6. அ             அ             
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                      அ       ;           அ   அ     

       .  

Do not postpone doing Dharma. Do it now. For it will be a never failing friend 

at your death.  

7.  அ                        

                        

                -               அ                  

      .  

Why search for the fruits of Dharma? Behold the one in the palanquin and the 

palanquin-bearer.  

8.          அ           அ         

                    

                        , அ                         

அ     .  

Good do till in thee there is breath; like rock it blocks Birth Death.  

9.  அ                           

              

                       , அ                         .  

They alone are joys which flow from virtuous life. All else is sorrow and 

merits no praise.  

10.                அ           

                 

               அ                              .  

Virtue or good-deed is what one ought to do; vice or ill deed what is one must 

shun.  

         / Household Life 

1.                                

                 

     ,      ,                                      .  
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The householders is the mainstay of all who follow the three other paths of 

life.  

2.                                   

                    

     ,           ,                                

        .  

The householder is the mainstay of the ascetics, the needy and the dead.  

3.                                       

                   

      ,     ,       ,      ,                  ர          

              .  

It is supreme virtue (of householder) to full his obligations to forefathers, 

good, guests, relatives and himself.  

4.                               

                    

                அ    அ                                

    .  

He who shares his meal with others in dread of committing sin will never 

suffer from want.  

5. அ    அ                       

          அ   

அ    அ                                         .  

If the married life possesses love and virtue, these will be both its duty and 

reward.  

6. அ                                

                  

                                                    

      

Is there any gain greater in resorting to other orders of life than by pursuing 

right path of householder?  

7.                                
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                             அ                    .  

Among all those who labour (for future happiness) he is great who lives well 

in the household state.  

8.            அ                 

                       

        அ                                         .  

The householder who, not swerving from virtue, help the ascetic in his way 

endures more than those who endure penance.  

9. அ                     அ     

                     

அ                                                    .  

The marriage-state is duly called virtue. The other state is also good, if others 

do not reproach it.  

10.                                 

                   

                      ,            ர             .  

He will be placed among the gods in heaven, who in this world follows the law 

of the house-holder's life.  

       / 

1.                                 

                      

                                             

           .  

She is true partner in life who possesses all wifely virtues and spends 

according to income of her husband.  

2.                                

                   

                                                    .  

If wife lacks power of domestic management household life will be sham 

however dignified in other respects.  

3.                               
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                           ;      ,                 

         .  

What will the house lack if the wife be virtuous? What will be there in case 

she be graceless?  

4.                             

                  

                                      ; அ           .  

What is more excellent than a wife if she possesses the stability of hastity?  

5.             அ                     

                   

             ,         அ       ,                   .  

Waking up she worships no other God than her husband. Verily at her very 

bidding it rains.  

6.                                 

                        

        ,        ,            ,                       

         .  

She is good housewife who guards her virtue and her reputation and tend 

husband with loving care.  

7.                               

                    

       அ                   . அ                       .  

What avails the guard of a prison? The chief guard of a woman is her 

chastity.  

8.                                         

                 

                   ர     ர                            .  

When women win (the glory of serving) their Lords, they win great glory in 

the world of the gods.  

9.                                   
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                          அ                         .  

A cuckold know not the lovely gait of a lion before his detractors.  

10.                        அ    

                  

          ,                    அ             .  

They say that an excellent wife is a blessing to house, and that her bearing 

good children is its precious ornament.  

 

        / on the Blessing of Children 

1.                      அ       

        அ       

                 ,                            .  

Among at the benefits acquired, we know no greater benefit than the 

acquisition of intelligent children.  

2.                             

                 

     அ                                         ர .  

All the seven births no evil befalls one who is blest with good and unstained 

children.  

3.                    அ         

                 

                  ,                              .  

Men will call their sons their sons their wealth, because it flows to them 

through the deeds they perform on their behalf.  

4. அ                       

     அ         

             அ           ,                         .  

Sweeter verily than ambrosia is the gruel soused and spattered by the tender 

hands of one's children.  
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5.                          அ    

                      

      ,                           ; அ                    

             .  

The delight of the body is the touch of one's children. The delight of the ear is 

their lisp.  

6.                             

                    

                               ர           ,         -     

    .  

"The pipe is sweet; the lute is sweet,' say those who have no heard the prattle 

of their own children.  

7.                     அ       

                

அ    அ                                            .  

The good a father can do his son is to make him occupy the first rank is an 

assembly.  

8.              அ               

                   

                அ     ர                           .  

It is pleasant to all the powerful creatures of the great earth that their 

children should surpass themselves.  

9.                              

                     

                    அ  ர                ,                   

      .  

Joy mother feels more than when her son eye weaned, at his fair renown.  

10.                               

                        

                  ,                                        

             .  
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What recompense the son pay his father is the world's saying, "What austere 

life his father must have lived to be get such a son?'  

அ         / Wealth of Love 

1. அ            அ                

                

அ               ; அ                     அ          அ    

     .  

Is there a bolt to fasten one's love? The trickling tears at the distress of one's 

friends will proclaim the love within  

2. அ                    அ         

                 

அ         அ                        ; அ              

                      .  

The loveless are selfish and clings to all; the loving ones sacrifice even the 

bones of their for others.  

3.  அ                            

                     

அ           ,                             அ        .  

The connection between the dear soul and the body built of bone is the union 

of love with it.  

4. அ                 அ      

                    

அ  ,    ர      ,     ,      ர   அ                  .  

Love begets desire: and that (desire) begets the immea surable excellence of 

friendship.  

5.  அ     அ                     

                   

                      அ      அ    அ               .  

The excellence attained by the conjugal enjoyers on earth is said to be the 

result of their tranquil life in love.  

6.  அ       அ           அ      

        அ         
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              ,                       அ       .  

The ignorant say that kindness is an ally of virtue, No, it is defence against 

evil too.  

7.                            

அ        அ    

                       ; அ      அ            அ        .  

Be hold how the sun burns the boneless worm; even so does righteousness 

burn the man that does not love.  

8. அ                             

      ர           

                            ,                 ர         

      .  

To live a life void of love is like a withered tree bursting into leaf in a barren 

land.  

9.                                

அ       அ          

           அ                                    .  

Of what avail is lovely outside, if love, the soul's ornament has no place in the 

heart.  

10. அ                அ         

                     

அ               ,       ;                              .  

That body is the dwelling of a soul which came in the path of love; the body 

of those who are without love is merely bone covered with skin.  

          / Hospitality 

1.                                  

                      

      ர                                 .  

To sit and cherish the life of the householder is all for the sake of liberally 

entertaining guests with kind acts.  

2.                           
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அ                  ர               .  

Were it even the draught of immortality, it shall not be tasted alone when the 

guest is in the hall.  

3.                              

                  

               ர                              .  

The life of him who welcomes and entertains guests will never suffer want nor 

run to waste.  

4. அ                             

                  

                                            .  

Lakshmi shall delightfully dwell in the house of that man who, cheerfully 

entertains the good as guests.  

5.                                 

                 

      ர              ,  ர ர                      .  

Does the field of the one who partakes of what remains after entertaining the 

guests, need to be sown with seeds?  

6.                                

                   

                                               .  

The man who just tends the outgoing guest and is awaiting the next one will 

be welcome to god.  

7.                                  

                   

                                        .  

The effects of hospitally cannot be exactly measured. They are proportionate 

to the worth of the guest.  

8.                                  

                  

      ர           ,              ; அ             .  
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Those who have never been benevolent shall at last lament miserably at deat 

hour without any hope.  

9.                              

                  

                        ,               .  

The stupidly which exercises no hospitality is poverty in the midst of wealth. It 

is found in senseless mortals.  

10.              அ              

                   

அ                    ;       ர                        .  

The 'aniccam' flower withers when smelt, and the guest under a displeased 

look.  

          / Pleasing Speech 

1.           ர  அ               

                         

           அ        அ                      .  

Sweet speech flows from love, is free from deceit and is the word of the mouth 

of the virtuous.  

2. அ   அ                   அ      

                  

                                                     .  

If one speaks sweet words with a smiling face, it is better than giving with 

willing heart.  

3.        அ               அ         

           அ    

    அ                                         .  

Sweet speech flowing from the heart uttered with a cheerful countenance and a 

sweet look is true virture. (R.D.)  

4.                                

                    

     ர                  ,                       ர  .  
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The torment of poverty does not befall those who have a good word to say to 

all.  

5.                            

அ             

அ                         அ             அ     .  

Modesty and loving speech, these alone are ornaments to a man, and none 

other.  

6.  அ         அ               

               

                                 ,           .  

If one seeking good speaks sweet words, evil will wane and charity will wax.  

7.                           

                     

                              ,                    .  

That speech which brings benefits, will yield righteousness and merit as well.  

8.                             

                 

                 ,            ர              .  

Sweet and inoffensive words yield one, happiness both here and hereafter.  

9.                                   

                

                      அ                             ?  

How does a man use harsh words, even after he finds the pleasure that kinds 

words beget.  

10.                       

                     

                          ,                          .  

To use bitter words while sweet words are ready is to make choice of unripe to 

ripe fruits,  

        அ    / On Being grateful 
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1.                            

            அ    

                                                       .  

The gift of heaven and earth is not an equivalent for a benefit which is 

spontaneously extended unreciprocatively  

2.                             

                  

      ர                                      .  

A help timely, though small, transcends the world (V.R.R.)  

3.                            

                

                                        ர      .  

-Help done spontaneously if weighed, will be greater than vast sea.  

4.                               

                   

                    , அ               ர     .  

The benefit received may be as small as a tiny millet seed, but its worth is big 

as a palmyra tree  

5.       ர              

                  ர    

             ,                            .  

Help has no measure of its own. Its worth is as much as the worth of the 

recipient  

6.                             

                    

                      ;                               .  

Forget not the benevolence of the blameless; for the sake not friendship of 

those who have been on your staff in adversity  

7.                          
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                      ,                          .  

The good will remember with gratitude, all through seven births, the friendship 

of those who have wiped out their suffering  

8.                          

அ               

                          ;              அ         .  

It is ignorable to forget a kindness; but on injury received, it is the part of 

nobility to forget at once.  

9.                     அ         

                  

                     அ                             .  

The deadliest deed's straight forgot, by a single benefit's thought.  

10.                                  

                    

அ                    ;                          .  

He who has killed every virtue may yet escape; there is no escape for him who 

has killed a benefit.  

          / Justice and Impartiality 

1.                          

                  

அ                                      .  

The Alpha and the Omega of a righteous life is propriety which requires that 

you extend his due, bę him a stranger, a friend, or an enemy.  

2.                            

                     

                  ,             ர              .  

The wealth of the upright dwindle not and passes onto their prosterity.  

3.                            

அ             

                                            .  
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Though it yields only good, abandon, on the very day the wealth ill-gotten by 

partiality,  

4.                   அ ர    

                  

                      அ                       அ       .  

If person just or unjust be, is proved by their progeny.  

5.                             

                  அ   

                                   அ       அ  .  

Adversity and prosperity attend on all. It is the ornament of the wise to 

preserve evenness of mind.  

6.                அ            

        அ         

                               அ  .  

If one's heart swerves from the upright path and does wrong, let it discern, "I 

go to ruin'',  

7.                          

                     

                       அ                         .  

The world doesnot cast aspersion on the poverty endured by the upright and 

virtuous man.  

8.                          அ            

                  அ   

        அ   ,                                 .  

To incline to neither side, but to rest impartial as the even fixed scale is the 

ornament of the wise.  

9.                                 

                    

   ,                            அ    .  
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If the heart does not lean to one side outright then equity is the impartial 

expression of an unbiased mind  

10.                            

                  

                     .                        .  

To one who trades, it will be good trade if he takes good care of other's goods 

as he does for his own.  

அ          / Self-Control 

1. அ     அ ர         அ        

               

அ                   . அ                     .  

Self-conftrol places one among the gods; lack of it leads one to darkness of 

hell.  

2.             அ             

அ                  

             அ                  . அ                      .  

Guard self-control as wealth. There is no gain greater than that to human life.  

3.                     அ       

     அ           

அ              அ      . அ                         .  

If a man, knowing that self-control is wisdom, in the appointed way controls 

himself, such self-control, known by the wise will lead to glory,  

4.             அ               

                  

         அ                                 .  

Trie proud apperance of the man of self-control inflexible in his attitude, is 

greater and grander than that of the mountain.(M.S.P.)  

5.                     அ       

                      

அ     அ            ,         அ                 .  
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To all alike self-control is good; but to the wealthy among them, it is the 

nature of a treasure.  

6.                               

                   

                   அ                    அ        

          .  

He who, throughout one birth, like a tortoise, keeps in (controls) his five 

senses, will obtain happiness throughout the seven births.  

7.         ர                      

                        

                         .                   .  

Whatever else you may not control, control your tongue, lest you should 

repent your indiscreet words.  

8.                                

                

                          அ               .  

If even one word of yours causes pain to another, all your virtue is lost. 

9.                           

               

               .    ர                       .  

The blister caused by fire will heal. But the brand of a bitter tongue will never 

heal.  

10.                                

அ                     

                                அ           .  

The god of virtue will come across the path and bide the time of man who 

guards his wrath and learns and is able to subdue self.  

          / Righ Conduct 

1.              ர           
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                   ,    ர                     .  

As good conduct or demeanour makes excellence, it ought to be preserved 

more carefully than life.  

2.                                  

      அ         

                          . அ                  .  

Let propriety of conduct be preserved though one practises and excel, in many 

virtues, that will be an eminent aid. (K.P.M.)  

3.                         

                 

                         . அ                      .  

Propriety of codnuct is true greatness of birth; improprer conduct will sink into 

a mean birth.  

4.                                

                      

      ,                          .                         .  

His scripture the Brahmin may forget, relearn all living, his birth all spurn.  

5. அ                               

                   

                          .                       .  

As the envious man is bereft of opulence, so the man of no demeanour is 

devoid of greatness.  

6.                ர              

                

                     .      அ                  .  

The strong mind will not shrink from virtues for they know that any deviation 

is wrought with dire is wrought with dire consequences.  

7.                               

                

                   .                  .  
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A man of character achieves greatness, but a man who has no character 

achieves infinite disgrace.  

8.                                   

                

                    .                       .  

Good demeanour will be the seed of good, but evil demeanour will cause 

eternal distress.  

9.                            

                    

                                      .  

It is difficult for a man of right conduct to utter evil words even in a forgetful 

mood.  

10.                           

      அ          

          ர                              அ       ர   .  

Those who cannot move in harmony with the world are learned fools.  

             / 

1.                                   

அ                    

               அ  ,      ,        அ              .  

The folly of lusting for another's wife cannot be found in the world among 

those who are well versed in sciences of virtue and wealth.  

2. அ                           

                   

                 , அ                               .  

There is no greater fool than he that haunts another man's consort among 

those deviating from virtue.  

3.                                 

                  

                                           ர    .  
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Certainly they are no better than corpse who seduce the wife of those who 

unsuspectingly confide in them. ( 

4.                                 

  ர             

                  ,                      அ   .  

Whatever be his greatness, what does it avail if without at all considering his 

guilt, one covets the wife of another 

5.                               

               

அ                ,                               .  

He who ravages on woman of another, thinking it a mere trifly will incur 

eternal infamy.  

6.         அ                 

                     

                  ,    , அ   ,                      .  

Enmity, sin, fear and infamy - these four will never leave the lusty adulterer.  

7. அ                               

                

அ                       , அ                   .  

He is the righteous householder whose heart is not attracted by the charms of 

his neighbour's wife.  

8.                  ர                

அ                  

                        அ               .  

The chivalrous of not coveting another's wife is not only a virtue to the wise 

but an examplary conduct.  

9.             ர                

                        

                        ர                     .  

Who on earth deserve all the good things of the world? It is they who clasp 

not the arms of her who belongs to another.  
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10. அ    ர    அ              ர     

                  

    அ                ,                          அ  .  

Though a man is not addicted to virtues and commits vices, it will be well if he 

does not covet neighbour's wife.  

 


